
DATA SHEET

Set the strategic policies of stock supply, ensuring the best decisions and 
recommendations for each product.

Stock Optimisation provide you excellent recommendations based on your Stock 
Profile and Business Goals.

The business scenario is defined through attributes and KPIs, because these reflect 
the behavior of each product/store, such as the type of product, variability and 
sensivity. Recognizing that during the lifecycle behavior of product/store can vary, 
business scenarios must be dynamic in order to respond to the commercial retail 
reality.

STOCK OPTIMISATION

profimetrics.com

STOCK OPTIMISATION
Forget parameters, Think strategically.



DATA SHEET

The volatile business environment we live in means that there is no standard store, no standard stock or 

inventory profile, nor a standard approach to managing stock.

Today we need a more dynamic and reactive approach to managing stock that deals with the realities of 

modern multi-channel retailing. Changing consumer patterns, instantaneous trends are putting more 

and more pressure on inventory managers, whose natural reactions are to increase depth of stock 

holdings to deal with volatility.

Reduces inventory and improves inventory turns identifying profitable inventory deployment 

opportunities and overstock conditions;

Considers Fashion Products with size variants optimisation including Packs & Multi-Variant 

packs optimisation;

Combines logistics constraints (lead times and other constraints) with stock policies to 

recommend optimal replenishment methods;

Allows for dynamic store clustering, improving productivity and decreasing the planners 

workload;

Provides what-if scenario analysis;

Includes an automated approval workflow based on accuracy levels or any other business rule.

REPLENISHMENT

Allows for allocations based on plan, forecast, and/or sales history information;

Enables multiple allocation methods including re-projection based on trend;

Calculate the optimal pack components to allocate to each store;

Allows the simulation of what-if scenarios;

Provides a flexible, configurable dashboard and workflow;

Improves client service levels while reducing waste, markdowns and transfer costs.

ALLOCATIONS

Generates useful insights about your Stock;

Builds Sales Profiles (using Big Data);

Includes Halo and Cannibalization effects to understand lost sales and spikes;

Integrates with promotions to reduce the promotional out-of stocks;

Increases inventory turnover rates;

Calculates Promotional Uplift.

FORECAST

How does Stock 

Optimisation help Retailers?
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